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Coexisting Systems: Cows, Calves and Timber Working Together
As featured in the report “21st Century Agriculture Renaissance: Solutions from the Land”

A few examples of the
“Solutions from the Land
Pathways” in action…
Who farms this landscape?
Usher Land & Timber’s story is a
powerful one: Lynetta Usher-Griner
and her husband Ken Griner once
practiced law and owned a car
dealership, but took up the reins of
the thriving family timber and cattle
operation that had been run by
Lynetta’s grandparents, parents and
brother when they passed into their
hands. The operation grows around
six tons per acre of timber per year
on 6,800 acres and uses the rest of
the 9,500 acres to grow cattle, as
well as the sorghum and hay used
for their feed. The cattle operation—
850 breeding cows, 100+ replacement heifers, and 225+ heifers and
cows in Profit-Driven Genetics and
embryo transfer programs—is
managed by Ken and their son
Korey, while longtime employee
Eric Handley operates the logging
crews and Lynetta can be found
coordinating land management.
The unique, high-intensity silvopasture setup of the farm allows them
to provide services to other cattle
farmers, like nontraditional forages
or grazing cattle under pine trees
for shelter or forage during winter,
that help raise their weight before
sale. They also work with other forest owners who need experienced,
environmentally conscious logging
crews to manage their woodlands.
In a 2018 interview with the Sunbelt
Ag Expo, Lynetta—named that
year’s Farmer of the Year—

Quick Facts: Usher Land and
Timber

Learn more about the UsherGriners…

Landscape: 9,500 acres in the
Suwannee Valley area of North
Central Florida
Most known for producing:
Timber, beef
Also produces pathways to
address multiple SDGs: decent
work and economic growth,
climate action, life on land

What pathway does Usher
Land and Timber follow to
not only survive but thrive?

explained her views on her family’s
evolution. “The people who work for
and with us are responsible for our
company’s success. We didn’t anticipate becoming farmers, but as
our time in agriculture progressed,
so has our love of all things connected to agriculture. We have
become passionate advocates for
our way of life.”

The USDA Farm Service defines
silvopasture as “the deliberate
integration of trees and grazing
livestock operations on the same
land.” These systems are widely
acknowledged to require intensive
management, but in service of
optimizing the co-production of
trees, forage and livestock. This
scalable management strategy—
successfully implemented on
many different landscapes and
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geographies, ranging from a few
acres to the broader swathes
of many traditional timber operations—has high potential to handily
beat the economic returns forest
owners could glean from other
logging activities. This is due to a
financial system that is diversified
not only over the different products
sold by the farm, but by the symbiotic relationship between the
elements of the system (i.e. cattle
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feed costs are reduced by their
successful integration with forage
sources). Even the different time
scales represented in each
element’s life cycle can improve a
farmer’s all-important cash flow:
while cattle and forage are raised
and sold on an annual, cyclical
basis, timber is harvested on longer
intervals, providing periodic larger
injections of capital. Alternately,
cattle ranchers and timberland

Benefits of Silvopasture1
“When properly implemented, silvopasture can provide many economic
and environmental benefits. Some of these are linked, e.g., reduced
need for nitrogen fertilization in grass/legume silvopastures leaves more
dollars in landowners' pockets, and lowers the risk of ground water
contamination with leaching nitrates. Not all benefits will be possible in
every silvopastoral system. Some may be more applicable than others
to a particular landowner, depending on silvopasture design, level of
management, external circumstances, and management objectives.
Below is a list of the most common benefits provided by silvopastures:
• Diversified timberland income by added livestock, hay, grazing/
hunting proceeds
• Reduced need for chemical or mechanical vegetation control
underneath the trees
• Reduced fire hazard in the absence of brush and accumulated fuels
• Reduced need for nitrogen fertilization in grass/legume silvopastures
• Recycled nutrients from animal wastes benefit forage and tree growth
• Eliminated need for separate tree fertilization, if forage is fertilized
• Delayed forage maturity in the fall and earlier green-up in the spring
• Increased livestock protection from summer heat and winter chill
• Improved cover and forage for wildlife
• Increased opportunities for recreation, e.g., hunting, wildlife watching
• Aesthetically more pleasing than either solid pine plantations or
open pastures”

1
NOWAK, J., BLOUNT, A., WORKMAN, S. 2003. INTEGRATED TIMBER, FORAGE AND LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION-BENEFITS OF SILVOPASTURE. EDIS, 2. RETRIEVED FROM
HTTPS://EDIS.IFAS.UFL.EDU/PDFFILES/FR/FR13900.PDF
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owners can create co-beneficial
partnerships through leasing wellmanaged forests as a grazing
resource.
In pursuing these economic returns,
however, landowners willing to
commit to a successful silvopasture
system can demonstrate the full
suite of essential services that well
managed landscapes can provide.
The Usher-Griners see their farm’s
management strategy as a way to
intensify production; enhance
climate resilience, sequester
carbon and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions; reduce nutrient
pollution and improve water quality;
improve water retention; restore
soil health; purify the air; enhance
wildlife; provide access for hunters;
and give back to their community.
Depending on geography, silvopasture operations can partner with
local wildlife, fish and game, and
conservation organizations, preserving local habitat and fisheries or
removing dead and dying trees in
hard-pressed forests. The University
of Florida’s Extension Service is a
source for further information on
these benefits.

How can Usher Land and
Timber be enabled to do
even more?
See the list of "High Priority SystemLevel Actions" on page 18, Chapter
3 of "21st Century Agriculture
Renaissance: Solutions from
the Land"
According to Lynetta Usher-Griner…
“Those of us in agriculture work
hard to protect our resources. We
have to take care of the environment because it is important to us.
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Our lands provide critical environmental services, such as water
storage, water filtration and habitat
for many species of wildlife.
As a timber grower and cattle
rancher, I’ve been advocating for
agriculture and its benefits to the
environment for decades.
With my husband and son and
other valuable employees, we run
a production business that was
started by my grandfather. We also
raise cattle on Usher family-owned
lands. We have implemented
agricultural Best Management
Practices (BMPs) in our logging
operations and on our ranch to
preserve our precious land and
water…
…BMPs provide technologically
innovative solutions and efficient
management of our state’s agricultural lands to conserve water and
prevent runoff. BMP development
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came about through a cooperative
effort with the Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services, the state’s water management
districts, local governments, universities and other stakeholders, and
have been approved by the Florida
Department of Environmental
Protection. They are proven to be
effective in restoring the health of
Florida’s water resources.”
Lynetta notes that these multistakeholder, uncommon collaborations, as well as action by the
executive and legislative branches
of government, can lead to
enabling policies that “are based
on sound science, and… part of a
comprehensive approach to a
complex problem.”

Food for Thought
Lynetta Usher-Griner is a fellow
Co-Chair with Jim Strickland of the
Florida Climate Smart Agriculture
Work Group. In 2019, she hosted
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Florida U.S. House Representative
Kathy Castor, the then-chair of the
House Select Committee on the
Climate Crisis, on a field tour that
demonstrated Usher Land and
Timber as part of a pathway for
climate and other solutions. Stakeholder and policymaker willingness
to pursue these partnerships and
knowledge sharing opportunities
at every level—local, state, federal
and global—will be required to
implement integrated land
management strategies at every
scale.
Learn more about integrated
landscapes…
> Kravitz-Mollor Cranberries,
another SfL Story from the Land
> Ladder Ranch, another SfL Story
from the Land
> Read the full report: “21st Century
Agriculture Renaissance: Solutions
from the Land”
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